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The consideration of Canadian Defence policy is a relatively fallow field. R.J. Sutherland, in his classic essay “Canada’s Long Term Strategic Situation,” described the geographic constraints which considerably limit the flexibility of Canada in devising an “independent” defence policy, and Nils Orvik directly argued that all Canada needed in terms of its own was to provide minimal evidence to the United States that its northern neighbor would not permit its massive land mass to become a threat to American security (“defence against help”). Doug Bland has also well described the on-going indifference of the Canadian political class to the issue of defence. Despite the end of the Cold War, 9/11 and the War on Terror, and the slow withdrawal from Afghanistan, there is little to suggest that anything has changed in the Canadian strategic environment to alter the conclusions of these three assessments.

If there is anything that causes the political antennae of Canadians to twitch when it comes to matters of defence, it most certainly can be found in terms of our relations with the United States. Undeniably, the foundation of NORAD at the beginning of the modern era of Canadian defence in the 1950s raised concerns amongst Canadian politicians about both the strategic issue of American dominance and the civil/military issue of professional collegiality undermining Canadian political sovereignty. Both themes were front and centre in the debate that erupted following the events of 9/11 and Canada’s commitment to operations in both Afghanistan, the Persian Gulf, and more broadly in a global sense as Canadian security agencies reacted to a dynamically changed policy environment south of the border. In all these debates, the mythology of the small virtuous nation subverted by the overweening power of its neighbor is never far away.

Since the 1970s, Dalhousie’s Centre for Foreign Policy Studies (CFPS) has contributed numerous minor classics to the study of military affairs. Eric Lerhe easily falls into this legacy with his book At What Cost Sovereignty?, wherein he addresses the mythology of Canada-US military interoperability. Indeed, Lerhe himself is responding to an earlier CFPS work on interoperability, The Canadian Forces and Interoperability: Panacea or Perdition? The titles of both works illustrate the strength of the myth of pernicious American influence on Canadian independence.

In At What Cost Sovereignty?, Lerhe squarely addresses the long standing concerns of Canadian security policy independence through the lens of its actions in the War on Terror. What follows is a series of six critical case studies examining a set of rigorous hypotheses that emerge from the extent literature on Canada’s relationship with the United States:

Canada’s external sovereignty is violated:
When the Canadian government alters its support for international agreements and it senses US opposition to them;

When the Canadian government adopts, rejects or modifies domestic policies as a result of US pressure;

When the Canadian government adopts, rejects or modifies personnel policies as a result of US pressure;

When the Canadian government commits to US-led military coalitions despite the presence of disincentives; and

When Canada is prevented from joining non-US-led military coalitions because of its close interoperability ties with the United States.

Canada’s internal sovereignty is violated:

When Canadian officials advance military projects with the United States without government support; and

Canadian officials support the position of the US government over the Canadian position.

What follows is essentially a magnum opus examining not only the minutiae of each of these propositions within the context of the War on Terror, but also the first comprehensive review of Canada’s participation in that endeavor as well as a study on the practice of coalition operations from the perspective of a small military power. Several books have already explored Canada’s engagement in the War on Terror, most visibly, Janice Stein and Eugene Lang’s *The Unexpected War*, which established the early narrative on Canada’s return to offensive military operations after a break of nearly fifty years. What distinguishes Lerhe’s efforts from these other works is his extensive use of primary materials acquired from both extensive access to information efforts, as well as taking advantage of the treasure trove of documents released in the WikiLeaks scandal, and interviews with key Canadian decision makers. This, together with Lerhe’s personal involvement as a task group commander in the Persian Gulf and his subsequent role within the navy, gives him a unique perspective which he employs to full effect.

Lerhe interrogates the conclusions of multiple studies on Canada-US military interaction, an area that is poorly understood by most Canadians, and thus, is often viewed with considerable suspicion. Interestingly enough, Lerhe discovers that rather than American pressure dictating Canadian policy, the reverse frequently took place, replicating the findings of Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye in their influential *Power and Interdependence*. In this, his chapter on detainee policy is eye-opening: “…rather than the United States pressuring Canada, the evidence is overwhelming that Canada, with other key allies, pressured the US. … Moreover, US documents show that Canada was the only country pressuring it on the law.”

The field of bureaucratic politics, despite the many valuable contributions it has made to our understanding of how policy develops, has often had a frisson of suspicion surrounding military advice. If so, then perhaps the most reassuring finding is that Canadian officers represent their nation loyally, as we should expect, rather than selling out in the pursuit of narrow technical and professional goals. As he notes, “…the broad thrust … that the Americans were misled by ‘hawks in our military’ is found to be one-sided if not outright wrong.”

Finally, Lerhe’s work is applicable outside the narrow confines of Canadian foreign policy or its relationship with its powerful neighbor. The selection of cases powerfully illustrates the political dynamics that exist within contemporary coalitions. Lerhe’s chapters on Canada’s rejection from ISAF and the debate over our involvement in Operation *Iraqi Freedom* spell out the complex relationships between our close military partners, the heavy operational demands placed upon the Canadian military and the spillover effects they had for other international commitments, and the ‘cut-throat’ intra-coalition competition for a ‘special relationship’ with the United States in a world of security pygmies.

This is an important work. If there is any criticism to be had, it is that it is unfortunate that Lerhe released his study through the bespoke publishing of the Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, probably narrowly limiting the book’s distribution. This is a work that deserves to be read by all those concerned with Canada’s ongoing relationship with the United States, Canadian defence in general, and the conduct of contemporary international security operations.
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